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Hook Slashes the Competition
Aurora, IL: HOOK AND JILL by Andrea Jones burst onto the literary scene last fall and has been
turning heads ever since, winning a Gold Mom's Choice Award earlier this year and now -- in just one
week -- three more awards. Monday, HOOK AND JILL was named as a finalist in the New Fiction
category for Indie Excellence and Tuesday two more rolled in for Best New Fiction and finalist for Best
Cover Design from the 2010 International Book Awards. Earlier named a finalist in the USA Book News
Best Book competition, this dust jacket will soon be covered completely in gold, foil seals announcing
these honors.
In this startling new vision of a cultural classic, Wendy intends to live happily ever after with Peter
Pan. But Time, like this tale, behaves in a most unsettling way. As Wendy mothers the Lost Boys in
Neverland, they thrive on adventure. She struggles to keep her boys safe from the Island’s many hazards,
but she finds a more subtle threat encroaching from an unexpected quarter.… The children are growing
up, and only Peter knows the punishment.
Yet in the inky edges of the Island, the tales Wendy tells to the Lost Boys come true. Captain Hook is
real, and even the Wonderful boy can’t defend his Wendy against this menace. Hook is a master
manipulator, devising vengeance for his maiming. Insidious and seductive, Hook has his reasons for
tempting Wendy to grow up. Revenge is only the first.
Andrea Jones holds a B.A. from the University of Illinois in Oral Interpretation of Literature, with a
Literature minor. In her career in television production, she wrote, produced, directed and managed
studios for PBS and CBS affiliates and corporate studios, and acted as on-air talent. Her lifelong
inspiration springs from the theatre, and that passion comes gloriously to life within the pages of her
stories. Learn more at www.HookandJill.com.
If you are interested in interviewing Andrea Jones or receiving a review copy of HOOK AND JILL
please contact Carol Corbett at (603)772-7200 or email carol@publishingworks.com. Cover images are
available.
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